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The Bangla songs of yester years, especially those before the advent of the British
Raj, are really beautiful. Maybe someday, in the Bengali literature, they will be given
the same rank as the `Padavali'. The songs are as inspiring now as they were before,
at least to me, I do not know about others. Maybe, it does not tally with other people's
thoughts. I have no way of knowing but I can only surmise. The art of equating your
own thoughts with those of others is what is known as bonding. Today, when I listen
to those songs I am reminded of the yester years. Those who are new do not have
the joy of leaving behind those rich years. They may not be able to comprehend the
value of these, or maybe they will one day. Many more new as well as old songs will
be added to their list.

The love that I have in the deepest depths of my heart has never been expressed to
anyone. Suddenly, unconsciously I am reminded of it and I speak of my stories to
myself. In the evenings of the monsoon, those childhood memories, now rusty and
remote come flooding back to me. For many, love, just like the musical melodies,
appear and then disappear. I say, this appearance is a gift, it usually remains hidden
in one's heart. In the depths of the heart there lies a pearl string and suddenly stones
thrown naughtily at it, make torrential rain which brings in distant thoughts. As if, they
have just been brought to shore. If I had them that day, then maybe today I would
have been empty! Those verses which were written in my heart, are encrypted in the
walls of my inner heart. Fear of people around me did not let these verses be tinted
with the rays of the sun. Today, unknown to myself, these verses want to be known,
want to be read. It is as if those people around me do not exist, they have just
vanished with the tide of time.

Everyone has a tree of love.
There is a flower there.

Some have Madhavi, or a porch full of Jui.
I also had Shiuli and Bokul.

Maybe that old Bokul tree is still there.
Maybe, it still inspires others to be silent lovers, endowing flowers to exchange

garlands
The trees are amazing, even though old, their love

and longing never die!


